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Model of cellulose/CBM/QD system
Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRF‐
M) is used to measure focused and defocused fluorescence
of fluorescent‐tagged CBMs. The goal of this study is
understanding the dynamic behavior of enzymes.























        





 Trajectory showed CBM moving
along the direction of the cellulose
 Although QDs are bright, the
emission intermittency (blinking)




dual histidine‐tags (His‐tag) and
fused at N‐and C‐termini
Schematic of TIRF system
Approach2:Tracking GFP-labeled CBM








For the geometry of imaging system (top), with slight movement of
the optics toward the molecule, the image can be defocused to yield
characteristic interference patterns (bottom). From the pattern, we





GFP has chromophore in its
center with a fluorescence
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 CBM moving along the cellulose direction
labeled with GFP or RFP. Future work includes applying single
molecule imaging technique to study cellulosome structure as
well as dynamic behavior.
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